This paper presents methods for detection and reconstruction of`missing' data in image sequences which can be modelled using 3-dimensional autoregressive (3D-AR) models. The interpolation of missing data is important in many areas of image processing, including the restoration of degraded motion pictures, reconstruction of drop-outs in digital video and automatic`re-touching' of old photographs. Here a probabilistic Bayesian framework is adopted. The method assumes no prior knowledge of the motion eld or 3D-AR model parameters as these are estimated jointly with the missing image pixels. Incorporating a degradation model into the framework allows detection to proceed jointly with interpolation.
Introduction
Missing data is a common form of degradation in real lm and video data. It manifests as dropout in the digital stream in the case of digital broadcasting. In lm the problem is caused by abrasion of the lm material and the e ect is called \Dirt and Sparkle". Previous work has considered the removal of this artefact as a two stage process, rst detect the missing locations 1] and then reconstruct the underlying image data 2] using a spatiotemporal image sequence interpolation process. The reconstruction stage may be further speci ed as a motion reconstruction followed by an image reconstruction stage 3] . The motion interpolation stage is a crucial step in generating useful interpolated data since in the regions of missing data motion estimates are completely unreliable. It is possible to pose the motion reconstruction and image interpolation process as a joint problem 4], but this is an interim step towards a full speci cation of the problem under one framework. This paper addresses the problem of missing data interpolation for image sequences in perhaps a more coherent manner than has been done in the past. The discussion begins with a speci cation for the degradation and image model in Section 2 and then employs Bayesian inference to design an algorithm that addresses the detection and reconstruction problem simultaneusly. Section 3 illustrates the broad concepts, introducing the various priors employed for the unknowns and Section 4 then addresses the particular issue of stochastic solution of the system equations.
The Models
The observed degraded image sequence, g(x) is assumed to be formed by
where location x = (x; y; n) (i.e. co-ordinate (x; y) in the nth frame of the sequence), I(x) is the pixel intensity in the uncorrupted true original, b(x) is a detection variable which is set to 1 when at locations of corruption and 0 otherwise, c(x) is the observed intensity in the corrupted region. It is straightforward to extend the model to include additive noise degradation, and this is left for future work.
It is assumed that the underlying, clean original image sequence can be well modelled by a three dimensional autoregressive model. This model (see, e.g. 5]) with coe cients a k (for k = 1:::P ) can be represented as (2) q k = (qx k ; qy k ; qn k ) is the o set corresponding to coefcient a k and d n;n k (x) = (dx k ; dy k ; 0) is the motion o set between frames n?qn k and n at location x. (x) is assumed to be white and Gaussian with variance 2 .
Joint solution
Bayes theorem allows a framework for joint estimation of the unknowns and I n by writing p( ; I n jg n ) / p(g n j ; I n )p(I n j )p( )
where g n represents the degraded image frames n ? 1; n; n + 1, and I n is the true data in frames n ?
1; n; n + 1. It is necessary to nd expressions for the likelihood p(g n j ; I n ), the data model probability p(I n j ) and prior probability density p( ). The rst distribution is the likelihood expression, p(g n j ; I n ) and is simply (g(x)?I(x)(1?b(x))?b(x)c(x)). This degenerate distribution is a necessary consequence of the \replacement" or \switching" behaviour of the degradation process.
The second distribution, p(I n j ), is the image model.
Employing the 3D-AR model here allows the Gaussian nature of the residual sequence to be exploited. Considering a volume of pixel intensities suitably motion compensated and scanned into a vector i, and a matrix of coe cients A arranged such that e = Ai is a vector of residuals, (x); then
To complete the description of the posterior distribution in equation 3, priors need to be assigned to the parameters. Suitable`non-informative' 6] priors can be assigned to a; 
The motion prior
To encourage smoothness in the local motion eld, a Gibbs Energy Prior is assigned to the motion employing an 8 nearest neighbour support. This e ectively allows for implicit motion eld interpolation in the missing region. To reduce the complexity of thenal solution the motion eld is block based, with one motion vector being employed for each speci ed block in the image.
In the manner of e.g. 7, 8] the prior for d n;n?1 (x), the motion vector mapping the pixel at x in frame n into frame n ? 1, is as follows.
where v is each vector in the neighborhood represented by S n (x), and (v) is the weight associated with each clique. In order to discourage`smoothness' over too large a range, (v) is de ned as (v) = 1=jX(v) ? xj where X(v) is the location of the block providing the neighborhood vector v. This location is measured in terms of blocks. This paper does not address the issue of incorporating discontinuities into the motion eld both temporally and spatially.
Priors for corruption and detection
In practice, each region of missing data tends to have fairly constant intensity (see gure 1), therefore it is reasonable to place a similar energy prior on both the binary eld b(x) and the blotch value eld c(x).
It is found that acknowledging discontinuities in these elds leads to much better behaviour. Note that edges in the c and b elds must correspond to edges in the image since the corrupted areas will be generally well delineated from their surrounding by a marked grey scale transition. Thus a simple zero crossing edge detector employed on the degraded image will enable the rough con guration of an edge eld that can be used subsequently to de ne the priors on the c and b
elds. This data dependent prior must be regarded as an approximation employed soley for improving convergence of the algorithm.
The priors are therefore de ned as follows ation from which z is extracted. Thus the smoothness constraint is turned o across signi cant zero crossings in the image. Note that these priors are de ned on the pixel resolution image grid, whereas the motion prior discussed previously is de ned on a block basis.
Solution using the Gibbs Sampler
Consider that i contains at least the missing pixels 
Adaptations to the Gibbs Sampler
The convergence of the Gibbs Sampler is generally improved if several unknowns are sampled jointly 9]. This is possible using the method of composition 4]. In this scheme, a random draw from the density p(a; 
N is the number of pixels in the image block.
In practice the draws for b;c;i are performed jointly on a pixel by pixel basis, sampling from the expression p(b(x); c(x); i n (x)jd; a; 2 ; B; C; i n (x); g) (8) where i n (x) is the true intensity at x in frame n, and i n (x) denotes a neighborhood of previously estimated intensities. This joint draw is unusual because of the degenerate delta function in the likelihood, but since b is a binary eld, c is at most an 8 bit eld, and this draw is speci ed on the pixel grid a feasible sampling scheme results. The distributions required for the composition sampling can be derived by integrating the posterior.
The utility of the algorithm is increased if there already exist initial estimates for motion in particular. It then becomes possible to draw samples from the numerically evaluated p.d.f. for d p(dji; 2 ; a;b;c) in a local region around the current estimate. In essence, the actual procedure employed for sampling for d involves proposing 8 candidate vectors from the neighborhood and perturbing these surrounding vectors by 1 pixel. The motion sample is then drawn from this set by direct numerical evaluation of the probability distribution assuming that the probability of all other samples is zero. Initial motion estimates can be taken from any number of motion estimators currently available, a multiresolution gradient based technique is employed here 3].
Results and Final Comments
The top of gure 1 shows a section of corrupted original from a movie sequence, with the major distortion boxed in white. The Gibbs Sampler was allowed to run for 120 iterations, with c = 0:15; b = 4:0, a 5 point temporal AR model, and a 10 sample \burn-in". Figure 1 third from top, shows the locations which were set to 1 more than 100 times during the iterations. These gures show a much better detection behaviour than simple temporal di erence thresholding 1 (shown second from top in gure 1), although the false alarms tend to be larger where they do occur. The next two pictures show the MMSE result (i.e. the average of the samples for i U ) generated from the last 110 samples, and the 120th sample respectively. The reconstructions show good performance, even in the areas of false alarm.
For comparision, the last picture shows the reconstruction result generated from the alternative three stage method 3] using a spatio-temporal median lter as the interpolator. It illustrates that the current result is of better quality. The technique presented here does su er from the drawback that it is unable to successfully delineate the extremities of a blotch. The remnant blotch boundaries can just be seen in the MMSE reconstruction as compared to the median result where the problem was arti cially solved by using a pessimistic estimate of the blotch location. This can be addressed by incorporating a low-pass lter into the degradation model proposed here, perhaps with detrimental e ects on convergence.
The results so far indicate that the proposed technique is potentially quite a powerful process with respect to \hands-o " operation; however further testing is needed to con rm whether this is not o set by the increased computational load. 
